
From: IOA Mapping Officer
Sent: 29 January 2009 10:24
Subject: Re: IOA 2008/2009 Mapping Grants
 
A couple of corrections to the email about mapping grants that I sent yesterday:
 
1/ the budget is Euro 10,000 (the Euro symbol was garbled)
 
2/ "A/ Irish Classic, Middle Distance and Relay Championships maps"
should be
"Maps for Irish Classic, Middle Distance and Relay Championships, Irish classic distance Regional Championships and the Shamrock 
O-Ringen"
 
Marcus Geoghegan
IOA Mapping Officer 
 
On Wed, Jan 28, 2009 at 6:19 PM, Marcus Geoghegan < > wrote:
> 
> To: IOA Affiliated Clubs
 
> This message is being sent via this eGroup to all Irish Orienteering 
> Association (IOA) affiliated orienteering clubs in order to solicit 
> applications for IOA funding for mapping projects. The IOA executive 
> committee has agreed a mapping budget for the 2008/2009 season of €10,000.
> This scheme covers any mapping work between the 2008 and 2009 IOA AGMs 
> and the grants are given by the IOA directly to the orienteering clubs.
 
> Over the last few years schools/campus/park maps have received a large 
> proportion of the mapping grants, so this year the grants will be 
> prioritised in the following order:
> 
> A/ Irish Classic, Middle Distance and Relay Championships maps 
> B/ League maps (for example Munster & Leinster leagues) 
> C/ School, Campus, TrailO, Park maps
 
> A special provision will be given to SligO and Boru, both of whom are 
> new Orienteering clubs, should they apply for a grant.
 
> Grants can be for photogrammetery, survey costs and OCAD licenses. 
> However it is possible that other mapping-related projects outside of 
> the list above will be considered - please make sure to apply for a 
> grant no matter what your project is.
 
> In order to apply for IOA funding under this scheme please email 
> mapping at orienteering dot ie before February 28th, 2008, with the 
> following information.
 
> - Club name and contact details of the mapping officer; 
> - A brief description of the project(s) including grid references; 
> - If applicable, the registered championship event information;
> 
> - Confirmation that the area in question is registered to the club making the application;
 
> Grant applications for areas that are registered on 
> www.orienteering.ie for Regional and Irish Classic, Middle Distance 
> and Relay Championships maps events will attract a significantly 
> higher grant. If the event is not registered as such then the map will 
> get a "normal" grant even if is actually planned to be a championship.
 
> Note that grants will only be given to clubs that are up-to-date with 
> their IOA affiliation fees; grants will not be givn for areas not 
> registered to the applicant club.
 
> Applying for a grant is not the same as registering an area – they are 
> separate processes. Please see mapping.orienteering.ie for details of 
> how to register an area. Please do not register and apply for a grant 
> in the same email.
 
> If you have any queries about this scheme please contact me at the 
> email address below.
 
> Regards
> Marcus Geoghegan
> IOA Mapping Officer

http://www.orienteering.ie/

